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Sturdy sa-300h manual

Vertical pressure vapor sterilizer LS-35LD, LD-50LD, LS-75LD, LS-100LD, LS-120LD, LS-150LD 892 Falcon Series CE The autoclave is designed for traditional mechanical customers who are accustomed to and prefer simple, nut-n-screw autoclave autoclaves of proven quality and durable to both economical and practical. Control panels
are designed with simple controls that make these autoclave ideal for non-medical applications such as tattoo parlors and beauty salons. Features: Gradual sterilization timer Mechanical pressure control system Pressure overload protection Overheat protection Pressure automatic door lock (SA-252F only;optional sa-300H) Emergency
button Chamber size: 40 L SA-260MA24 Pages Medical autoclave/pad-top/automatic SA-300H Sturdy Industrial SA-300H The autoclave is designed for traditional mechanical customers who are accustomed to and prefer simple, nut-n-screw autoclave autoclaves of proven quality and durable to both economical and practical. Control
panels are designed with simple controls that make these autoclave ideal for non-medical applications such as tattoo parlors and beauty salons. Detail Features: Gradual sterilization timer Mechanical pressure control system Pressure overload protection Overheating protection Pressure automatic door lock (SA-252F only;optional sa-
300H case) Emergency button Chamber size: 40 L Configuration:bench-topOther feature:automaticApplication domain:medical Laboratory equipment &gt; autoclave &gt; tabletop &gt; 40 liter &gt; SA-300H The autoclave is designed for traditional mechanical customers who are accustomed to and prefer simple, nut-n-screw autoclave
autoclaves of proven quality and durable to both economical and practical. Control panels are designed with simple controls that make these autoclave ideal for non-medical applications such as tattoo parlors and beauty salons. SANS 347 certified 40 liter desktop Top Autoclave.Rauserv c.c. Johannesburg, Gauteng can deliver an
autoclave to suit your application, medical, dental or laboratory. A full service and repair department is available to assist at all times. Gradual sterilization timerMechanical pressure control systemPress overload protectionOverload protectionOverheat protectionPress automatic door lock Emergency button Sterilization Temperature: 121
and 134°CVoltage: 230 V, 50 HzWater tank capacity: 8.4 LiterSure: 1 year
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